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Mine Development contains the following:

- Drilling Large Deposits
- Drilling Small Deposits
- Development Shafts and Adits
- Blocking Out Ore
- Access
- Power
- Communications
- Site Preparation
  - Mine
  - Mill
  - Town Site
Underground Mining Development

(Mechanized Drift or Tunnel Development)

Basic drilling cycle for drill and blast drifting and tunneling:

- Surveying and setup
- Drilling
- Charging
- Blasting
- Ventilation
- Scaling
- Mucking
- Scaling
- Bolting
Different Access to Ore Bed

Slope Mine

Drift Mine

Shaft Mine
Mining Cycle

1. Roof bolting
2. Undercutting
3. Drilling
4. Blasting
5. Loading
Some Examples
Surface Mining Development

- Re-graded & reclaimed
- Drag Line
- High Wall
- Crest
- Toe
- Coal Seam
- Haul Road
- Spoil Piles
Eplosives

**PRIMERS**

The boreholes made for development blasting are loaded with an explosive - either AN/FO or a stick type. In either case, the explosive requires a primer or booster for detonation. The primer must be placed in the borehole first - then the remainder of the hole is filled with the type of explosive being used.

There are several different types of primers - an example is shown here.

- **Electric caps, primadets, etc.** are to be carried only in the boxes which are specially built for this purpose. Any that are not used are to be returned to the powder magazine immediately.

- **Primacord, AN/FO, and powder can be carried together.** Do not carry blackwicks and explosives together.

Electric blasting caps are used in primers to set off charges of powder in successive order. Each delay is clearly marked in series from 1 through 10. They are to be placed in order to meet round blasting specifications.

- **Be sure there are no kinks in the delay tube or wires when pushing the primer to the back of the hole.**

Made with stick powder and a delay cap.

Do not tamp.

Before loading the boreholes with AN/FO or stick powder, the delay leg wires or tubes are unwound and primer is inserted and shoved to the bottom of the hole - use only a wooden stick, a wooden capped plastic pipe, or the plastic AN/FO loading hose.
EXPLOSIVES ...... AMMONIUM NITRATE / FUEL OIL (ANFO)

A comparatively new type of explosive, ammonium nitrate in fertilizer form combined with fuel oil, has been introduced to the mining industry to supplement the use of dynamite for rock blasting. As used here ANFO is supplied in a pellet form called "prills" and is contained in 50 lb. bags.

Because of its low degree of sensitivity (ordinary blasting caps may not detonate it) it is much safer to handle than dynamite; however, since the properties of any explosive may be unpredictable, all persons working with ANFO should treat it as a high explosive. All the safety rules for blasting in general also apply to the use of ammonium nitrate.

Borehole loaded with primer and stick powder

Borehole loaded with primer, or booster and A.N. prills

The explosive properties of ANFO and stick powder are similar. The two methods can be used jointly - some of the holes can be loaded with ANFO and some with stick powder without destroying the effectiveness of the blast.

Primer
(Stick of powder)
Martin booster
and a
high strength blasting cap
Divided Drift or Tunnel face into Design Sections
Blast Pattern Design

Four section cut.
Large diameter center hole
Blast Pattern Design
5-hole Burn-Cut

Various Burn-Cuts
V-Cut
Firing sequence for a large tunnel round
Smooth wall Blasting

Fig. 8.5 Crack zone from blasting with conventional explosives.

Fig. 8.6 Crack zone from smooth blasting with Gurit 17×500 mm.
Ground Support for Drifts and Tunnels

Objective

- to mobilize and enhance the inherent strength of the rock mass so that it becomes self supporting.

Materials used in tunnel support and reinforcement

• Rock Bolting
• Shotcrete
• Steel rib or arch
• Rock Bolt + Wire mesh
• Rock Bolt + Shotcrete + Wire mesh
• Steel arch + Shotcrete
Typical Rockbolt Systems

The following groups of bolts are considered based on their anchoring technique:

- mechanically anchored rockbolts

- grouted rock- and cablebolts

- friction anchored rockbolts.
Principles of Rock Bolts

Rock bolts cause compression to the sides of the holes. Compression strengthens the rock.

Rock bolts in a bedded roof cause the layers to act like beams. Tension at the center of the entry is reduced.
Rock bolts are used for both surface and underground applications.

Rock bolts can be used with other devices to enhance ground support.
Face Plates

A face plate is designed to distribute the load at the bolt head uniformly into the surrounding rock.

Flat plate  Domed plate  Triangular bell plate
**Wire Mesh**

Two wire mesh types are commonly used in combination with rockbolts:

- chainlink mesh - wealdmesh.

The mesh should be attached to the rock at intervals of between 1 and 1.5 metres. With a spacing of 1.5 - 2.0 meters between support points the mesh can carry approximately 2.5 tons per $m^2$ of broken rock.
The JAMA DBU 800 underground drill/bolt machine.
Shotcrete

Shotcrete is the generic name for cement, sand, and fine grain aggregate concentrates which are pneumatically and compacted dynamically under high velocity.

The main purpose of shotcrete is to help the rock mass maintain its integrity.

A two to three inch layer is applied to the rock surface.

Accelerators are usually added at the nozzle.

Steel fibers are also sometimes added to improve tensile strength. The most common type used today in underground mining is wet mix shotcrete.
Dry Mix Shotcrete

The dry shotcrete components are fed into a hopper with continuous agitation.

Compressed air is introduced through a rotating barrel or feed bowl to convey the materials in a continuous stream through the delivery hose. Water is added to the mix at the nozzle.
**Wet Mix Shotcrete**

The wet shotcrete components and the water are mixed (usually in a truck mounted mixer) before delivery into a positive displacement pumping unit,…

…which then delivers the mix hydraulically to the nozzle where air is added to project the material onto the rock surface.
Shotcrete robots
Shotcrete robot applying shotcrete in a tunnel opening
Mesh Reinforced Shotcrete

Chain link mesh not recommended because shotcrete cannot penetrate.

Welded wire mesh, firmly attached to the rock surface, provides excellent reinforcement for shotcrete.
Steel Set Support

Rigid

Yielding

For high vertical loads

For soft floor and side squeeze